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Elsa Beskow
2020 Calendar
A perfect Christmas gift!
This spacious monthly calendar is illustrated with seasonal artwork from Elsa Beskow’s books. The main US, UK, and Swedish holidays are included.
The calendar includes illustrations from Around the Year; Children of the Forest; Christopher’s New Garden; The Flowers’ Festival; Pelle’s New Suit; Peter in Blueberry Land and Uncle Blue’s New Boat. All published in English by Floris Books.
Shrink-wrapped with cardboard reinforcement.
9781782505716 FB 24pp. 12” x 12” wall calendar
$13.95 This calendar is NON-RETURNABLE

Elsa Beskow Gift Collections
Beautiful gift sets that are the ideal present for all Elsa Beskow fans.
PETER IN BLUEBERRY LAND COLLECTION: Mini-editions of five classic Elsa Beskow books: Peter in Blueberry Land; Around the Year; Ollie’s Ski Trip; The Sun Egg; and Emily and Daisy.
9781782503811 Hardcover Boxed Set FB $40.00

CHILDREN OF THE FOREST COLLECTION: Mini-editions of five classic Elsa Beskow books: Children of the Forest; The Flowers’ Festival; Pelle’s New Suit; Woody, Hazel and Little Pip; and Princess Sylvie.
9781782503804 Hardcover Boxed Set FB $40.00

Through the Seasons
“...I cannot recommend highly enough the gentle glowing and detailed illustrations which are a feast for the senses.” — Kindling
(Ages 1–3) 9781782504696 Board Book Floris Books 12pp $9.95

Making the Children’s Year
This new edition of the original Children’s Year will inspire a new generation of families to engage children in creative play, the seasons, and the joy of handcrafting.
9781907359699 Paperback Hawthorn Press color illustrations 192pp $26.00

The Garden Adventures of Griswald the Gnome
Through the seasons, each chapter tells a different adventure filled with lively gnomes and sprites, colorful plants and flowers, and delightful animals and birds. (Ages 6–10) 9781782505211 HC FB 120pp $19.95

Around the year
(Ages 4–6) 9780863150753 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95
Mini Edition: 9780863156489 HC 32 pp $9.95
A Year Around the Great Oak
GERDA MULLER

Anna and Benjamin visit the 300-year-old great oak tree through the seasons and discover the fascinating plants and animals that live around it.

This new, expanded edition of A Year Around the Great Oak combines an engaging story and educational information that both delights and teaches. Discover new detailed and accurate illustrations and fascinating fact pages, alongside the wonderful seasonal story.
(Ages 4–7) 9781782506027 Hardcover Floris Books 40pp $18.95

“An exquisite work of art ... timeless quality ... a must for all schools.” —Carousel


ALL–TIME CUSTOMER FAVORITE!
Gerda Muller’s BESTSELLING FOUR SEASONS BOARD BOOKS in a beautifully boxed GIFT COLLECTION (available also as the single season books). (Ages 1–5)

GIFT COLLECTION
9781782504733 Board Books 48 pp $30.00

Spring
9780863151934 BB FB 10 pp. $10.00

Summer
9780863151941 BB FB 10 pp. $10.00

Autumn
9780863151910 BB FB 10 pp. $10.00

Winter
9780863151927 BB FB 10 pp. $10.00

A Year in Our New Garden
“The engaging story and gardening information will delight readers.” — School Library Journal
(Ages 3–7) 9781782502593 HC FB 28pp. $17.95

How Does My Garden Grow?
“I can’t imagine a child who wouldn’t be ready for gardening after reading this delightful story!” — The Reading Castle
(Ages 4–7) 9781782500377 HC FB 36pp. $17.95

How Does My Fruit Grow?
“I can’t imagine a child who wouldn’t be ready for gardening after reading this delightful story!” — The Reading Castle
(Ages 3–7) 9781782504726 HC FB 28pp. $17.95

Where Do They Go When It Rains
“Not only lovely to look at, but gives scope for some interesting discussions about nature” — Creative Step
(Ages 3–6) 9780863157493 HC FB 28pp. $17.95
Evie the Strawberry Fairy Series

STEFANIE DAHLE

In these charming stories, through Evie’s adventures young readers will learn about how plants grow and all living things are connected – about creativity, putting others first and lending a hand – about determination, working together, caring for each other and putting mistakes right.

Evie and the Strawberry Patch Rescue

When Evie’s strawberry patch is flooded with the help of her friends she must find somewhere else for her strawberry plants to live. (Ages 3–7)
9781782505690 32pp $16.95

Evie and the Strawberry Balloon Ride

Evie sets her heart on winning first prize at the Strawberry Fair for her amazing hot-air balloon. But on the way there, the creatures of Wildberry Acres need her help, and she is forced to choose between winning and helping others. (Ages 3–7)
9781782505945 32pp $17.95

STEFANIE DAHLE is a bestselling children’s author and illustrator. She is well-known in her native Germany, where her books have sold over half a million copies.

Charlie’s Magical Carnival

MARIT TÖRNQVIST

Charlie can’t wait to go the carnival, but first his mom must find his party hat and red balloon. While she’s searching, Charlie imagines all the wonderful things they might see: lemonade rivers and lollipop trees, elephant taxis and a cake as big as the town square.

From award-winning children’s author and illustrator Marit Törnqvist. Children will love to explore Charlie’s amazing carnival with lots of fold-out pages and incredible illustrations. (Ages 4–7)
9781782504603
HC FB 32pp $17.95

“Imagination takes reality for a grand ride in this Dutch import... Filled with life and color, extravagantly costumed carnivalgoers, surreal details, and droll side business... A joyful celebration of free-range fantasizing.” – Kirkus

“A joyous and riotous story about hopes, happiness and wonder. [...] A spectacular picture book featuring several fold out pages physically emphasizing how full to the brim this story is with joy, wit and wonder, Charlie’s Magical Carnival is guaranteed to put smiles on faces young and old alike.”
– Playing by the Book
The Sand Elephant

RINNA HERMANN
ILLUSTRATED BY SANNE DUFFT

Paul has no one to play with. The sandpit is empty. He digs and pats the sand until something big starts to take shape: an elephant! Curling up under the elephant’s warm, sandy trunk, Paul drifts off to sleep. But then something amazing happens. The sand elephant stands up and lifts Paul onto its back and takes him to a wonderful land where incredible sand animals and their children are laughing and playing together.

This gentle story reassures children that friends from our imagination stay with us, so we need never feel alone.

RINNA HERMANN’S lives in Berlin with her husband and children and works as a writer and teacher.

SANNE DUFFT is a children’s book illustrator and former art therapist. She lives in Germany and is the illustrator of Magnus and the Night Lion, The Shepherd Boy and the Christmas Gifts and Bear Child.

(Ages 3-6) 9781782506157 Hardcover FB 28pp $17.95

"Tell me a story about the bear folk, Daddy," said Ursula.
"Alright," said Daddy, gathering her up in his lap.
"It’s well known that all bears alive today are descended from the very first bears that Numitorum, the Great Bear of the Northern Sky, sent down to Earth long ago, on threads woven from sunrays and moonbeams."

Bear Child

GEOFF MEAD
ILLUSTRATED BY SANNE DUFFT

Who are the bear folk?

At bedtime Ursula asks Daddy to tell her the tale of the bear folk: special beings who can choose to be either a bear or a person, depending if they want to catch a fish or read a book.

Bear folk live extraordinary lives. They are strong and clever, kind and loving, adventurous and creative — just like her.

Will I ever meet one?, Ursula asks. Perhaps she already has.

(Ages 3-7) 9781782504764 Hardcover FB 32pp $17.95

"Every page turn brings text with a deft balance of exciting, often funny ideas and lulling rhythms... A sweet bedtime book."
— Kirkus Reviews

"Beautifully illustrated ... a truly timeless folktale for children ages 3 to 7 — making it especially and unreservedly recommended for family, daycare center, preschool, elementary school, and community library collections." — Midwest Book Review
Little Pearl

STORY BY MARTIN WIDMARK
ILLUSTRATIONS BY EMILIA DZIUBAK

From the acclaimed creators of The House of Lost and Found

Grace’s brother has disappeared and she misses him, and his music, terribly. One day, she finds herself falling, falling ... and wakes up in a strange land where she is as tiny as a bug. As Grace explores this amazing world, filled with incredible creatures, she is captured by an evil crab and forced to dive for pearls. Beneath the water Grace hears a familiar tune: could it be her brother?

This intriguing tale has echoes of Alice in Wonderland. (Ages 4-7)

MARTIN WIDMARK is the bestselling Swedish children’s author of over 100 books, which have been translated into more than thirty-five languages. Martin has worked as a middle-school teacher and a Swedish language teacher for immigrants, and now uses his experiences to promote reading and literacy for young people.

EMILIA DZIUBAK is an award-winning illustrator based in Poland. She is a graduate of The Academy of Fine Arts in Poznan.

9781782505990 Hardcover Floris Books 32 pp $17.95

Grace’s bedtime stories were the best. She said that a long time ago, when every day was as bright as a pearl, she slipped off her sled and fell down an icy tunnel into a strange and wonderful land where she was a tiny as a bug!

The House of Lost and Found

STORY BY MARTIN WIDMARK
ILLUSTRATIONS BY EMILIA DZIUBAK

Named a USBBY Best International Book 2019

Niles lives all alone in a big old gloomy house filled with memories of the people who used to live there.

One day, a boy appears on his doorstep and asks Niles to take care of his plant. As the seedling grows, Niles realizes how empty and lonely his house is and begins to care for the plant, his house and himself. By the time the boy returns, his flower has bloomed into a beautiful poppy, and Niles and his house are filled again with love and hope. (Ages 4-7)

9781782505426 Hardcover Floris Books 40 pp $17.95

“A beautifully scripted, illustrated, and uplifting picture book.” — Midwest Book Review

“Extraordinary and uplifting.” — Kindling

“In this complex and mature tale of reawakening, pages boast dark, richly detailed illustrations aglow with deftly conjured light.” — Booklist Online

“A perfect marriage of text and illustration... stunning, as an example of poetically crafted storytelling and as a work of art. This is not only a wonderful book for the family shelf, it should have pride of place.” — Goodreads/NetGalley
The Whale, the Sea and the Stars

ADRIÁN MACHO

When Gerda the blue whale was very small, her mother would sing a beautiful song telling her that if she were ever lost she should look to the stars and they would guide her. When it’s time to leave home, Gerda’s adventures take her from the warm waters of the equator to the freezing poles. Along the way she meets clever killer whales, playful penguins, a friendly polar bear and the ancient narwhale. One day, the little whale realizes she wants to find somewhere to stay forever. With her mother’s song in her heart, Gerda follows the stars to a place she knows she can call home. (Ages 4–7)

ADRIÁN MACHO is a freelance graphic designer and illustrator based in Slovakia. Several children’s books featuring his illustrations are bestsellers in his home country.

9781782505594 Hardcover Floris Books 32 pp $17.95

"A heartwarming picture book story that will be an immediately welcome and enduringly popular addition to family, daycare center, preschool, elementary school, and community library collections.”

– Midwest Book Review

Cherry Blossoms and Paper Planes

JEF AERTS; ILLUSTRATED BY SANNE TE LOO

Adin and Dina are best friends. Their favorite game is to plant cherry stones around their little village – in the cracks in the pavement and in the flower beds outside the post office. Then one day Adin and his family have to move away to the city. Adin finds a way to feel connected to his friend by throwing paper planes filled with cherry stones from the balcony of his tower block. Held together by paper airplanes and their love of cherry blossoms, Adin and Dina’s roads finally lead back to one another. (Ages 4–8)

This touching story of true friendship, resilience, belief – and a little bit of magic – is illuminated with artwork full of seasonal detail, light and hope. (Ages 4–8)

JEF AERTS is a Belgian master storyteller and author of children’s books, novels and poetry. His books have won numerous prestigious literary prizes. Jef has three children and lives in a small farm with lots of animals.

SANNE TE LOO is an award-winning Dutch illustrator who has been creating children’s books for over ten years.

9781782505617 Hardcover Floris Books 48 pp $17.95

“Idyllic and soothing, this is a perfect choice for an older storytime or for one-on-one bedtime sharing.”

– School Library Journal
Finn the Little Seal

SANDRA KLAASSEN

"This sweet story of a young seal pup will encourage readers to overcome their fears just as Finn does... a lovely read aloud for an ocean-themed storytime." — Youth Services Book Review, 4 stars

Set in Scotland’s beautiful Outer Hebrides, this heartwarming, lyrical story has a message about growing up and embracing new experiences. (Ages 3-6)

SANDRA KLAASSEN lived for many years on the island of North Uist in the Outer Hebrides, Scotland, from where she drew her inspiration for her Scottish picture books. She has illustrated over thirty children’s books, including My Cat Mac, Mac’s Christmas Star and The Cat Who Decided.

9781782505549 Floris Books paperback 24pp $9.95

Peg and Uan Making Friends

SANDRA KLAASSEN

Peg the sheepdog puppy is scared of sheep. This sweet board book introduces very young children to how Peg the sheepdog and Uan the little lamb become friends. (Ages 1-3)

9781782504412 Board Book FB 14pp $9.95

Rowan the Red Squirrel

LYNNE RICKARDS; ILLUSTRATED BY JON MITCHELL

“A delightful book to read aloud to children.” — Childtastic Books

Rowan the little red squirrel, and his sister Hazel, are very different. Hazel is brave and Rowan is worried. This fun rhyming story features lively illustrations of backyard wildlife. (Ages 3-6)

9781782504771 Floris Books paperback 32 pp $11.95

The Adventures of Pippa and Pelle. Charming Seasonal Board Books for Ages 2-4

“A gentle read, perfect for parental read-aloud.” — Midwest Book Review

9781782504719 BB FB 12 pp $9.95
9781782503798 BB FB 12 pp $9.95
9781782504429 BB FB 12 pp $9.95
9781782502203 BB FB 12 pp $9.95
9781782501756 BB FB 12 pp $9.95
9781782501817 pb 32pp. $11.95
9781782505776 pb 32pp. $11.95
9781782504474 BB FB 12 pp $9.95
9780863157776 pb 32pp. $11.95
Pip the Gnome and the Forest Feast

AMAS KWANT

"A wonderful addition to the series." – Kindling

It is a beautiful day and Pip the gnome is gathering food for a feast to share with his friends: crunchy seeds for mouse, fresh dandelion leaves for rabbit, shiny acorns and hazelnuts for squirrel. But what will Pip eat?

ADMAR KWANT lives with her family in the Netherlands. She regularly creates illustrations for Educare, a Dutch parenting magazine.

9781782505495 Floris Books board book 12pp $9.95

"Delightful books for the youngest readers to practice talking about the pictures and page turning, and for emergent readers to 'have a go'."
– Martine Horvath, EYE: Early Years Educator

Hello Animals, How Do You Sleep?

LOES BOTMAN

Colorful, detailed and accurate illustrations introduce young children to a variety of animals and shows how they sleep — including a squirrel, fox, hedgehog, mouse, rabbit, and a bear. (Ages 1-3) 9781782505518 Floris Books board book 12pp $8.95

"Unreservedly recommended for family, daycare center, preschool, and community library children's board book collections." – Midwest Book Review

"Botman’s latest nature-themed work does double duty, offering a few facts to the youngest of readers while gently lulling them to sleep."
– School Library Journal
The Story of the Root Children

SIBYLLE VON OLFERS

“A classic story of the changing seasons. When the root children wake in spring, they sew new clothes, and clean and paint the beetles and bugs. All summer they play in the fields, ponds, and meadows. In autumn Mother Earth welcomes them home and puts them to bed.”

(Ages 3–7)

9780863151064 HC Floris Books 24 pp. $16.95
Mini Edition: 9780863152481 HC 24 pp. $9.95

NEW! Mini Edition
9781782506133 HC FB 24 pp $9.95

My First Root Children

The beloved Story of the Root Children as a board book for ages 1–3.

9780863159599 BB FB 10 pp. $9.95

The Story of the Wind Children

SIBYLLE VON OLFERS

“George is playing with his boats, but there’s no wind to make them sail. Then one of the wind children comes and blows especially for him – and together they embark on a great adventure.

George blows dandelions in the meadow, shakes apples from the tree, and rides fluffy cloud horses across the sky with a friendly wind child.”

(Ages 3–5)

9780863155628 HC FB 24 pp. $17.95
Mini Edition: 9780863159091 HC 24 pp. $9.95

The Story of the Snow Children

SIBYLLE VON OLFERS

“Come and play with us, Poppy,” the snow children called. “We’re going to visit the Snow Queen!”

Poppy put on her warm red coat and ran outside.

“A charming abridgment of The Story of the Snow Children, for very young children.”

(Ages 1–4)

9781782505235 BB FB 12 pp $9.95
An Illustrated Treasury of Grimm's Fairy Tales

ILLUSTRATED BY DANIELA DRESCHER

"Children's Book of the Month: the stories are exquisitely and evocatively illustrated. A book to treasure forever.” — Cygnus Review

A beautifully illustrated collection of thirty popular, well-known tales from the Brothers Grimm.

(Ages 5–10) 9780863159473 Hardcover Floris Books 224 pp. $24.95

Classic Folk Tales Retold for Young Children

The Magical Wishing Fish
The Classic Grimms' Tale of the Fisherman and His Wife

ILLUSTRATED BY LOEK KOOPMANS

A wonderful new adaptation with beautifully detailed illustrations that bring light-hearted humor and warmth to the traditional Grimms' tale that has been told and retold around the world of the fisherman and his wife and the special fish that he once caught. (Ages 3–6)

9781782501763 HC FB 24pp $16.95

The Pancake that Ran Away

A bright, buoyant retelling of the classic folktale with lots of fun details to notice. (Ages 3–6)

9781782501763 HC FB 24pp $16.95

Any Room for Me?
The enduring, classic tale of how a unlikely collection of forest animals try to find a cozy winter home in a mitten dropped by an old woodcutter. (Ages 3–7)

9780863151606 HC FB 24pp $16.95

Sumptuously Illustrated Classic Fairy Tales

(Ages 4–7) 9780863159480 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

A beautiful gift edition, designed for little hands. (Ages 5–10) 9781782502012 HC FB 176 pp. $16.95

(Ages 5–10) 9780863157264 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

(Ages 3–6) 9780863158575 HC FB 28 pp. $17.95

(Ages 4–7) 9781782503828 HC FB 32pp $17.95
Pico the Gnome

MARTINA MÜLLER

One day, Pico falls asleep in the forest. He dreams of a fairy who tells him he will soon have to be brave. Sure enough, as dawn breaks, a giant thunders through the land, frightening all the animals and birds—but Pico uses quick thinking and kind words to bring about a happy ending.

Generations of children have enjoyed Martina Müller’s classic picture book, which captures the value of bridging differences—so relevant today.

(Ages 4–7) 9781782503293 HC FB 32pp. $16.95

“Quite simply the most enchanting tale for bedtime.” — Creative Steps

— Youth Services Book Review

Tales of the Mushroom Folk

SIGNE ASPELIN

“An enduringly popular addition to family, preschool, elementary school, and community library picture book collections for children.” — Midwest Book Review

Meet the delightful mushroom folk: the Stinkhorns, Button Mushrooms, and more, who are just waking up from their winter sleep.

(Ages 4–7) 9781782503347 Hardcover Floris Books 32 pp. $17.95

Goodnight Sandman

DANIELA DRESCHER

Every evening, when the sun sets, Jacob the Sandman wakes up and starts his work. But one night, atop the pile of dream sand, is a scary snoring Night Monster. Jacob must collect the magic dream sand so that the children of the world have happy dreams.

(Ages 3–6) 9781782505259 Hardcover Floris Books 26 pp $16.95

What’s Hiding in There?

DANIELA DRESCHER

A Lift-the-Flap Book of Discovering Nature

“A mouse in the brambles, a fairy in the tree, a rabbit in the grass. With easy to understand text... it is ideal for pre-school children.” — Creative Steps

(Ages 3–6) 9781782502616 Board book Floris Books 16 pp $17.95

Little Fairy Makes a Wish

(Ages 3–7) 9781782502432 HC FB 32 pp. $16.95

Lily the Little Princess

“*This sweet book will probably make children, especially girls, smile.*” — Kirkus

(Ages 3–6) 9780863159053 HC 24 pp. $16.95

Little Fairy Can’t Sleep

“Quite simply the most enchanting tale for bedtime.” — Creative Steps

(Ages 3–7) 9780863158254 HC FB 24 pp. $16.95

Little Fairy’s Meadow Party

Little Fairy needs a special dress for Queen Wren’s party. (Age 4–7) 9781782500100 HC FB 24 pp. $16.95

In the Land of Elves

Follow the secret world of the elves at work and play through the seasons. (Ages 4–7) 9781782502425 HC FB 24 pp. $15.95

In the Land of Fairies

The seasons fly by as the fairies dance and watch over their animal friends. (Ages 3–6) 9780863159947 HC FB 24 pp. $15.95
Children of the Forest  
(Ages 3–5) 9780863150494 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95  
Mini edition: 9780863154973 HC 32 pp. $9.95

Around the Year  
(Ages 4–6) 9780863150753 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95  
Mini Edition: 9780863156489 HC 32 pp. $9.95

The Children of Hat Cottage  
(Ages 3–6) 9780863158551 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

Peter's Old House  
(Ages 5–8) 9780863151026 HC FB 28 pp. $17.95

The Land of Long Ago  
"A beloved Swedish tale ... An old-fashioned telling with definite contemporary appeal." — Kirkus Review  
(Ages 4–6) 9780863157714 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

Woody, Hazel and Little Pip  
(Ages 4–6) 9780863151095 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95  
Mini Edition: 9780863157295 HC 32 pp. $9.95

The Curious Fish  
(Ages 3–6) 9780863157158 HC FB 32 pp. $16.95

The Elsa Beskow Alphabet Book  
9781782502050 HC FB 176 pp. $16.95

The Elsa Beskow Baby Book  
9781782500063 HC FB 60 pp. $19.95

Rosalind and the Little Deer  
(Ages 4–7) 9780863157943 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

Christopher's Garden  
(Ages 3–7) 9781782503491 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

Thumbelina  
Hans Christian Andersen  Illustrated by Elsa Beskow  
(Ages 4–7) 9781782502456 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95
The Enchanted Nightingale

The Classic Grimm’s Tale of Jorinda and Joringel

BERNADETTE WATTS

Love and bravery triumph over evil in this classic Brothers Grimm tale. Jorinda is transformed into a nightingale and imprisoned by an evil witch. Joringel must find the magic flower that can overcome the witch’s enchantments to rescue his true love.

“Colorful, mystical illustrations.” – CBC Best Children’s Book of the Year List

(Ages 4–7) 9781782504368 HC FB 32pp. $24.95
Through the Rainbow
A Waldorf Birthday Story for Children
RETOLD BY LOU HARVEY-ZAHRA
ILLUSTRATED BY SARA PARRILLI

Children’s birthdays are a wonderful time to remember the day they arrived in the world and to reflect on the previous year. The Waldorf birthday story tradition is a special part of growing up and has been told for generations. This is a faithful and inspiring retelling of the most well-known version by parenting coach and Waldorf parent Lou Harvey-Zahra, and is accompanied by the softly luminous illustrations of New York artist and Waldorf teacher Sara Parrilli. (Ages 4-10)

978 1782505075  Hardcover  Floris Books  32 pp  $19.95

The Kingdom of Beautiful Colours
A Picture Book for Children
BY ISABEL WYATT; ILLUSTRATED BY SARA PARRILLI

Once upon a time a wonderful rainbow shone brightly over the Kingdom of Beautiful Colours, telling the King and his children that all was well. The yellow cornfields were full of grain to feed the people, the lush green meadows nourished the animals and the blue forests were abundant with lumber to build fires and homes.

Before the King begins a long journey, he entrusts each of his children with part of the kingdom, each with its own rainbow, so that they will learn to rule the land with wisdom and care. Three work hard and keep their rainbows bright, but the youngest prince tires of his responsibilities quickly. When a cunning imp offers to do his work the lazy prince foolishly trusts him. Will the young prince learn the value of good work and discover that short cuts have consequences, or will his rainbow be forever diminished?

A picture book adaptation of the much-loved tale from Isabel Wyatt (Ages 4-8)

9781782505976  color illustrations  Hardcover  Floris Books 32 pp  $19.95

Magical Wonder Tales, Famous Legends, Heroic Tales and Adventurous Stories through the grades by Isabel Wyatt

The Seven-Year-Old Wonder Book  
(Ages 6–8) 9780863159435  FB  160 pp.  $16.95

Magical Wonder Tales  
(Age 7 and up) 9781782500094  FB  144 pp.  $16.95

The Eight-Year-Old Legend Book  
(Ages 7–10) 9780863157134  FB  120 pp.  $16.95

The Kingdom of Beautiful Colours And Other Stories  
(Ages 9–12) 9781782500599  FB  160 pp.  $16.95

Homer’s Odyssey  
A Retelling  
(Ages 7–10) 9780863156830  FB  176 pp.  $17.95

Legends of the Norse Kings  
(Ages 7–10) 9780863159428  FB  112 pp.  $16.95

Norse Hero Tales  
(Ages 9–10) 9780863157608  FB  128 pp.  $17.95

Legends of King Arthur  
(Ages 9–12) 9780863158308  FB  144 pp.  $16.95
The Adventures of Scoochie Mouse

THERESA ROACH MELIA
ILLUSTRATED BY MARCIA ALLYN NILSSON

Scoochie Mouse is quiet and careful in her comings and goings. And her senses are keen to detect the most important things in life, which on this particular farm are evident in abundance: a deep reverence for the natural world, an abiding kindness toward all creatures, love, and goodness.

Follow Scoochie, the farm family, and Scoochie’s gnome- and animal-friends through the four seasons of the year.

(Ages 5-8) 9781584209911 LB 152pp $12.95

Waldorf Alphabet Book

FAMKE ZONDEVELD

Afterword by William Ward

In this BEST-SELLING alphabet and game book each letter comes to life in pictures that help children learn the alphabet in a natural and living way. This learning—the-alphabet book is ideal for both home and classroom.

“These lively illustrations, so filled with color, movement, eloquent gesture, and invention conjure up memories of books from a time when pictures were still alive and spoke with power.”— William Ward

(Ages 4–6) 9780880105590 SB 64pp $14.95

NOW IN PAPERBACK!

The Blue Forest

LUKE FISCHER

ILLUSTRATED BY STEPHANIE YOUNG & TIM SMITH

“This book is straight up magical. The way the words flow, it sounds like a lullaby.”—Ashlee Dunn, 2017

“A mesmeric collection of seven inconclusive stories meant to spark the imagination of a child who is subsiding into sleep. Each tale is notably rich with the names of colors. Mysterious jewel-hued illustrations by Stephanie Young and Tim Smith reinforce the dreamlike quality of these short tales, which ideally should be read aloud softly, one each evening, just before lights out.”—The Wall Street Journal: “Best New Children’s Books”

(Ages 6-9) 9781584209287 Paperback LB 48pp $12.95

The Wise Enchanter

A Journey through the Alphabet

SHELLEY DAVIDOW
ILLUSTRATED BY KRYSTYNA EMILIA KURZYCA

A wonderfully adventurous learn-the-alphabet book. Words are disappearing from the world. Something is lurking in the deepest waters, devouring words that are no longer used. Four children from the corners of the earth have been sent on a quest to rediscover each letter, unlock the treasure of language, and grow wise.

(Ages 6–8) 9780883159585 BPB 160pp $15.00

Hay For My Ox and Other Stories

A First Reading Book for Waldorf Schools

NIENKE VAN HICHTUM
ILLUSTRATED BY MARJAN VAN ZEYL

This is a classic story of sharing, trading and caring. Children will love seeing how granny’s journey brings her full circle as her kindness is repaid. (Ages 5–8) 9780883152283 HC FB 24pp. $16.95

Namaste!

DIANA COHN
ILLUSTRATED BY AMY CÓRDOVA

“Highly recommended”—Midwest Book Review

Nima lives in Nepal. Everyday on her way to school, when she sees someone, she brings her hands together, bows her head, and says “Namaste” — “the light in me meets the light in you.” This is a delightful, simple story about recognizing and honoring the sacred in each other.

(Ages 5–8) 9781621480051 SB 32pp $9.95
The latest adventures in the riotous life of Findus the Cat and Farmer Pettson by Sven Nordqvist.

Keeping Up with Findus

Findus challenges old farmer Pettson to beat him as he runs, jumps, balances and clammers around the farm, standing on his head, climbing trees, scaring the hens. Findus wins every time – but there is one thing Pettson can do better than Findus!

The Findus series follows the adventures and mis-adventures of lovable Farmer Pettson and Findus along with their mischievous muckle friends. As they plant, forage, fish and discover, and get up to all sorts of mayhem, we can explore with them the ups and downs of friendship, fights and forgiveness.

Alongside the wildly funny storylines the Findus books address personal and social issues, which the characters learn to overcome with humor and playfulness.

SVEN NORDQVIST is a well-loved Swedish children’s illustrator and writer. The Findus and Pettson stories draw on his playful adventures with his two young sons. Through his series Nordqvist hopes to create a world in which problems can find resolution, encouraging creative and practical thinking with his funny and charming narratives and playful and industrious characters. (Ages 5-8)

9781912480142 Hardcover Hawthorn Books 28pp $17.95

Ingenious ... quirky ... original absolutely delightful!

—Philip Pullman

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Findus and the Fox</td>
<td>9781903458877</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findus Moves Out</td>
<td>9781907359187</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findus Plants Meatballs</td>
<td>9781907359293</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>32pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findus at Christmas</td>
<td>9781907359057</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findus Goes Camping</td>
<td>9781903458914</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancakes for Findus</td>
<td>9781907359873</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findus, Food and Fun</td>
<td>9781907359347</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>64pp</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findus Goes Fishing</td>
<td>9781907359729</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When Findus Was Little and Disappeared</td>
<td>9781903458839</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Findus Rules the Roost</td>
<td>9781907359873</td>
<td>HC HP</td>
<td>28pp</td>
<td>$17.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An Illustrated Treasury of Swedish Folk and Fairy Tales

ILLUSTRATED BY JOHN BAUER

A new, centenary gift edition

From good natured Scandinavian trolls to giants, tomtes, shepherd boys and princesses, the twenty-three classic stories by well-known authors such as Elsa Beskow and Anna Wahlenberg are delightfully told, full of adventure and magic with clever, resourceful children outwitting fairytale villains.

John Bauer’s art – renowned for its detail, character and subtle humour – is gorgeously reproduced in this centenary gift edition. Twenty extra pictures have been added along with a illustrated biography of Bauer, celebrating his work and life one hundred years after his death.

JOHN BAUER (1882-1918) was a highly acclaimed Swedish artist. Influenced by Anders Zorn and Carl Larsson, and by the fantasy work of Arnold Bocklin, he started illustrating fairy stories while still a student at the Swedish Royal Academy. Before Bauer died at the age of just 35 when he, his wife and their three-year-old son were drowned in a ferry accident, he had created an enormous volume of work. Over 1000 of his paintings, drawings and sketches are at The Jönköping Läns Museum in Sweden.

(Ages 7–11)
9781782505938 Hardcover Floris Books 256pp $24.95

An Illustrated Treasury of Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales

ILLUSTRATED BY ANASTASIYA ARCHIPOVA

(Ages 5–8) 9781782501183 HC FB 216pp. $16.95

Over the Hills and Far Away

Stories of Dwarfs, Fairies, Gnomes and Elves from Around Europe

EDITED BY ELS BOEKELAAR & INEKE VERSCHUREN
ILLUSTRATED BY DANIELA DRESCHER

(Ages 6–10) 9780863157301 HC FB 176pp  $30.00
An Illustrated Treasury of Scottish Castle Legends

BY THERESA BRESLIN
ILLUSTRATED BY KATE LEIPER

Dark dragons, ghostly pipers, rude goblins and sly wizards – discover the legends that dwell within the ancient castles of Scotland. This highly anticipated book is the latest volume of much-loved Scottish tale treasuries by Carnegie-award-winning children’s author Theresa Breslin and artist Kate Leiper.

Explore secret passages beneath Edinburgh Castle, search for the mysterious monster of Glamis, capture the fairy flag of Dunvegan, joust with knights at Stirling Castle and swim with the selkie of Eilean Donan in this sumptuous collection of tales from iconic Scottish castles. These much-cherished and little-known legends, each illuminating the character and history of its castle, are brilliantly retold and beautifully illustrated to amuse, thrill and enchant.

A wonderful gift, a book to be treasured for a lifetime, bringing history, place and story alive. (Ages 6–12)

THERESA BRESLIN OBE is a multi-award-winning author of over 50 books for children and young adults. Her work has been filmed for television, adapted for stage, broadcast on radio, translated worldwide and won many literary prizes, including the Carnegie Medal. Theresa was awarded a Scottish Book Trust Outstanding Achievement Award in 2019, and was made an OBE in 2019.

KATE LEIPER is a fine artist and illustrator based in Edinburgh. She studied at Gray’s School of Art in Aberdeen.

9781782505952 Hardcover FB 176pp $24.95

Praise for An Illustrated Treasury of Scottish Folk and Fairy Tales:

“An Illustrated Treasury of Scottish Folk and Fairy Tales... A delightful and varied collection of stories from all over Scotland. Theresa Breslin’s style is so compelling and chatty that you feel she is sitting in the room with you, telling you her favourite tales of kelpies and brownies, talking birds, sheepdogs and selkies. And Kate Leiper’s illustrations are stunning. This is a beautiful book, which will be treasured by children in Scotland and far afield.” -- Julia Donaldson, Children’s Laureate

“A sublime collection of folk stories... Theresa Breslin’s pristine, sparkling retellings are accompanied by enchanting illustrations from Kate Leiper.” -- The Guardian
The Fox Girl and the White Gazelle

VICTORIA WILLIAMSON

A story inspired by the author's work with young asylum seekers that will resonate with anyone who has ever asked “where do I belong?”

Two girls, one a Syrian refugee, the other from Glasgow, find that they have more in common than they could imagine when they form a unlikely friendship after they discover an injured fox. A beautiful story from a powerful new voice in children's fiction.

(Ages 10-12)

VICTORIA WILLIAMSON is a primary school teacher with a master's in special needs education. This USBBY-honored first novel is included in the 2019 Read for Empathy collection.

9781782504900 Paperback Floris Books 272pp $9.95

“This is a truly excellent book that is entirely appropriate for both primary and secondary readers.”— Book Trust

“This is the most wonderful story of survival, courage, and a developing friendship between two very different girls.... Woven over the ‘issues’ is a terrific story, and by the final chapters I was on the edge of my seat and breathless to find out how the various strands of the narrative would end.... A must-have.” —View From the Bookshelves

The Boy with the Butterfly Mind

VICTORIA WILLIAMSON

Jamie wants to be normal, but his ADHD doesn't make it easy. Elin wants to be perfect, so that her dad will come back to live with her. This honest and positive depiction of a teenager living with ADHD is an inspiring story of acceptance, blended families, and discovering that being yourself is more than just enough.

(Ages 9-12)

9781782506003 Hardcover Floris Books 224pp $14.95

The Auragole Quartet

by SHIRLEY LATESSA

“A new classic. Wise, funny, startling, and exuberant.” — Jean Houston, author of Jump Time

Alice O. Howell is a wise woman who can present deep truths in simple ways. In this enchanting tale, she suggests that within us are many worlds as real and compelling as the one we know outside.

(Ages 8-11)

9780880107297 Bell Pond Books 304pp $20.00

MEEKELOR (PREQUEL)
The Early Years
9781584201250 LB 532 pp. $29.95

THE AURAGOLE QUARTET

AURAGOLE OF THE MOUNTAINS
Book One of Aurogole’s Journey
9781584200758 LB 416 pp. $25.00

AURAGOLE OF THE WAY
Book Two of Aurogole’s Journey
9781584200765 LB 460 pp. $25.00

“A forgettable saga on a cosmic scale, peopled with colorful characters, overcoming obstacles and evil as they travel forth to a final climactic battle.” — Rebecca Schacht, M.A., teacher

AURAGOLE OF MATTELMEAD
Book Three of Aurogole’s Journey
9781584200772 LB 520 pp. $35.00

AURAGOLE AND THE LAST BATTLE
Book Four of Aurogole’s Journey
9781584200789 LB 300 pp. $25.00

The Girl Who Lost Her Shadow

On the morning of Gail's birthday, she watches her shadow slip under the kitchen door.

A poignant and emotionally intelligent middle-grades level novel about the effect of depression on a loved one, and losing one’s sense of self.

(Ages 10-12)

9781782506072 FB 224pp $9.95

The Beejum Book

“An unforgettable saga on a cosmic scale, peopled with colorful characters, overcoming obstacles and evil as they travel forth to a final climactic battle.” — Rebecca Schacht, M.A., teacher

9781584200772 LB 520 pp. $35.00
The Snow Girl

BY ROBERT GIRAUD
ILLUSTRATED BY HELENEE MULLER

Once there was an old man and woman who didn’t have any children. They watched with longing as their neighbors’ children played in snow. So, one day they are inspired to build a snow girl in their garden – and to their greatest astonishment the snow girl comes to life!

(Ages 3–6) 9781782501329 Hardcover Floris Books 32pp. $17.95

“A magical tale about dreams coming true that makes a perfect Christmas read.” – Creative Steps

“This outstanding, enduring and captivating tale by Robert Giraud has survived for a new generation and is set to work its magic, as an ideal bedtime story. The paintings of the characters are full of life and expression and stunning in their own way. This is a little piece of Russian history to be enjoyed. Highly recommended.” – Armadillo magazine


(Ages 5–8)
97817825002210 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

Ollie is given his first pair of real skis. As soon as the snow begins to fall he sets off on an adventure to the palace of King Winter. (Ages 4–6) 9780863150913 HC FB 30 pp. $17.95 Mini Edition: 9780863156472 32 pp. $9.95

"A lovely book to show how kindness matters." – Creative Steps Magazine

(Ages 3–6) 9780863157738 HC FB 24pp $16.95

"This is a beautiful wintry story […] about the power of community— and a cup of tea!" – Juno Magazine (Ages 3-6)

9781782505433 HC FB 28 pp $17.95

"A beautiful story that leaves you feeling warm and fuzzy."—Families magazine

rating: 6 out of 6
(Ages 3-6)
9781782500162 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

The woodland gnomes make an exciting journey by sled through a frigid forest, over snowy hills, for a delicious feast with the elegant Winter Queen. (Ages 4–7)

9781782504375 HC FB 32 pp. $17.95

The coming of Winter plays an important role in the cycle of nature. Winter, Awake! tells what happens one year when Winter will not wake. (Ages 5–7)

9780880105286 Bell Pond Books paperback 32pp $11.95
The King and the Gifts of Gold

BY GEORG DREISSIG

ILLUSTRATED BY MAREN BRISWALTER

This is the inspiring story of Melchior, one of the three kings to take gifts to the baby Jesus. The king was forever changed by this encounter and vowed to give away all his gold to the poor. (Ages 3-6)

GEORG DREISSIG was born in Germany in 1950, and studied medicine before becoming a Christian Community priest.

MAREN BRISWALTER is an acclaimed German illustrator known for her delicate, detailed illustration style. She trained at the Academy of Fine Arts, Dresden, and the Offenbach University of Art and Design.

9781782506010 Hardcover Floris Books 32 pp $19.95

Based on the classic Christmas story of Mary’s little donkey. This advent calendar and companion book are the perfect additions to a festive home.

9781782502944 32pp FB HC $17.95

Gunhild Sehlin’s classic chapter book is an engaging alternative to the traditional Christmas story. (Ages 6–10).

9780863159336 FB 60pp $12.95

“A refreshing Christmas book with a difference.” — Inis Magazine

“A magical retelling of the Christmas story with beautiful, soft and gentle illustrations. (Ages 3-6)

9781782501350 HC FB 32pp $16.95

Over 50 best Christmas stories: HC Andersen, Selma Lagerlöf, Henry van Dyke, and more. (Ages 5–12)

9780863150777 HC FB 430pp $35.00

“This is a heart-warming, down to earth story about a little shepherd boy who had to stop crafting toys in order to look after his sheep. However, he finds them just in time to give as a gift to the new born Son of God. The story is simply told, and the illustrations are beautiful.” — Kindling

(Ages 4–7) 9781782504382 HB FB 32pp $17.95

“A treasury of Stories, Verses, and Songs for Advent and Christmas

9781907359255 HP 192 pp $22.00

“Brings familiar stories alive in an enchanting way.” — Scientific & Medical Network Review

(Ages 7-12)

9780863159817 FB 224 pp. $16.95

“Christmas stories to use as an Advent calendar

9780946206230 WP 80 pp. $12.95

9780863157172 HC 32 pp. $16.95
A Findus Christmas!

The stories of Findus and Pettson by the well-loved Swedish children’s illustrator and writer SVEN NORDQVIST. The Findus books have sold over 15 million copies in 51 languages.

Findus and the Christmas Tomte

Snow is falling on Farmer Pettson’s farm, and Christmas is approaching. Findus is excited about the Yule Tomte visiting and bringing gifts. But Pettson is worried. “How can I explain that the Yule Tomte may not visit cats?” Pettson does not want Findus to be disappointed, so he makes a plan to build a mechanical Yule Tomte that can give Findus gifts. But it is going to be very difficult to keep this secret from Findus, and even harder to come up with a convincing mechanical Yule Tomte! What Pettson needs is a little bit of Christmas magic. (Ages 5-7)

9781907359934 Hardcover HP 130pp $28.00

Findus at Christmas

It’s the day before Christmas Eve and disaster strikes at the Pettson farm when Farmer Pettson sprains his ankle. How can Findus and Pettson celebrate Christmas with no tree, no ham, and no gingerbread? They are about to give up when there is a knock at the door. (Ages 3-7)

9781907359057 Hardcover HP 28pp $17.95

Otto and the Secret Light of Christmas

NORA SUROJEGIN; ILLUSTRATED BY PIRKKO-LIIISA SUROJEGIN

“Gorgeous read-aloud book ... a highly recommended, different kind of holiday read.” — Midwest Book Review

“Beyond marvelous ... perfect holiday story.” — Youth Services Book Review

The story of Otto the elf, who finds a postcard describing the bright light of Christmas and journeys to the far North in search of this elusive light.

(Ages 6-10) 9781782503231 HC FB 108pp $24.95

The Yule Tomte and the Little Rabbits

ULF STARK; ILLUSTRATED BY EVA ERIKSSON

“This wonderful picture book is arranged in the form of 25 short chapters, one chapter for each day of advent ... this beautifully presented picture book would make a wonderful gift for the holiday season.” — Through the Looking Glass

All the animals in the forest prepare for the arrival of Christmas. They make presents, bake sweet treats and write a song. But will the grumpy Yule Tomte ever bring Christmas to the big forest?

(Ages 5-8) 9781782501367 HC FB 104pp $24.95

Katy’s Christmas Gift

BERNADETTE WATTS

“This is the most heart-warming version of the Christmas story I have read in a long while. The endearing illustrations draw the reader into various atmospheric scenes and surroundings that you imagine yourself being a part of, wanting to dive in and live the story for real yourself.” — Early Years Educator

(Ages 4–7) 9781782501152 HC FB 32pp $17.95

The Tomtes’ Christmas Porridge

SVEN NORDQVIST

“The perfect book to snuggle up together with and read aloud.” — Creative Steps

The tomtes fear they won’t get their annual bowl of Christmas rice pudding, so they take matters into their own hands. Sven Nordqvist is one of Sweden’s most popular writers and illustrators. He has won the Swedish Literature Award, The German Youth Literature Prize and the Elsa Beskow Medal. He is particularly well known for his Findus and Pettson stories. (Ages 4–7)

9780863158247 HC FB 32pp $17.95
The Advent Craft and Activity Book
Stories, Crafts, Recipes and Poems for the Christmas Season
CHRISTEL DOHM
9780863159121 FB 144pp. $19.95

The Christmas Craft Book
Second Edition
THOMAS BERGER
9780863158278 FB 80pp. $19.95

Crafts Through the Year
Second Edition
THOMAS BERGER AND PETRA BERGER
9780863158285 FB 176pp. $24.95

Winter Nature Activities for Children
KUTSCH & WALDEN
Winter crafts with wool, wood and clay. 220 photos & illustrations
9780863155642 FB 96pp. $19.95

The Wonder of Trees
Nature Activities for Children
FROMMER & BIEDERMAN
9780863158667 FB 144pp $24.95

Making Fairy Tale Scenes
SYBILLE ADOLPHI
Seasonal fairy tale scenes from easy-to-find natural materials.
9780863157189 FB 96pp $25.00

The Gnome Craft Book
Second Edition
THOMAS BERGER AND PETRA BERGER
9780863157219 FB 176pp. $25.00

Magical Window Stars
FRÉDÉRIQUE GUÉRET
9780863154942 FB 96pp. $20.00

Beautiful Paper Stars
Craft Decorations for Every Season
URSULA STILNER, ARMIN TÄUBER, AND GUDRUN THIELE
9781782502074 FB 160pp. $24.95

Festivals, Family, and Food
DIANA CAREY AND JUDY LARGE
9780950706238 HP 216pp. $22.00

Making Waldorf Dolls
Creative Doll-Making with Children
MARCRISTIN SEALEY
Features designs for ten different types of dolls.
9781903458587 HP 160pp $30.00

Findus, Food, and Fun
Seasonal Crafts and Nature Activities
A whole year’s worth of ideas with Findus, Pettson, and the Muckles!
9781907359347 HC HP 64pp $19.95

Celebrating Festivals with Children
FREYA JAFFKE
9780863158322 FB 144pp. $18.95
The Wisdom of Waldorf
100 Reflections on Waldorf Education to Enrich and Inspire
INTRODUCTION BY PATRICE MAYNARD
FOREWORD BY KEVIN AVISON

The Wisdom of Waldorf has been handcrafted by the people of Floris Books, contributions joyfully sought, carefully edited and lovingly designed to share knowledge and wisdom. We hope it will be a positive contribution to our world.

In 2019, the worldwide Waldorf community celebrates the centenary of the founding of the original Waldorf school, the first of thousands of Waldorf schools and kindergartens around the globe. This wonderful book celebrates the unique value that Waldorf education has brought to students, parents and communities.

The 100 insightful, moving, and empowering reflections are historical quotations from key figures from Waldorf history, including Rudolf Steiner, as well as original words of wisdom from eminent members of the modern Waldorf community, such as European Council for Steiner-Waldorf Education President Dr Richard Landl, SWSF Early Childhood Executive Officer Janni Nicol, Alliance for Childhood coordinator Joan Almon and experienced Waldorf school teacher Elan Leibner.

PATRICE MAYNARD is the Director of Publications and Development at Research Institute for Waldorf Education in the US. She was a Waldorf class teacher at Hawthorne Valley school for many years and led the outreach and development section of the Association of Waldorf Schools of North America.

KEVIN AVISON has been a teacher in both state and Steiner schools. He is an executive officer to the Steiner Waldorf Schools Fellowship.

A beautiful gift book of 100 inspirational reflections on Waldorf education and schools to celebrate 100 years since the founding of the first Waldorf school.

A good toy is 90% child and 10% toy. – Joan Almon
The First Seven Years
Physiology of Childhood
EDMOND SCHOOOREL

The First Seven Years provides the background of this singular period of development. It is intended for preschool and kindergarten teachers and parents, who will benefit greatly by knowing more about the laws and secrets of the first seven years.

Edmond Schoorel explains the young child’s physiology for parents and teachers from a wide perspective, then brings it down to practical details when he writes about the naughty or forgetful child. Diverse topics — such as the birthing process, children’s drawings, the physiology of speech and hearing, the physiology of curiosity — are shown in a new light to aid and renew the creativity of educators. Warmly recommended.” — Christa van Tellingen, M.D.

“This book may well become the new study text for Waldorf early childhood educators. It looks deeply into the nature of the fourfold human being and the processes of transformation that characterize child development in the first seven years of life. Dr. Schoorel’s book bridges the gap between education and medicine. I highly recommend it.” — Rena Osmer, Director of Early Childhood Education, Rudolf Steiner College

EDMOND SCHOOOREL was born in Indonesia in 1947. He studied medicine and pediatrics in the Netherlands. Since 1996 he has worked as a pediatrician at the Children’s Therapy Clinic (Kindertherapeuticum) in Utrecht, Netherlands, which specializes in anthroposophical approaches to children’s health and wellbeing.

978-0-945803-68-3  Paperback  Illustrated with 63 b/w charts and drawings  Rudolf Steiner College Press pp 282  $24.95

CONTENTS
Foreword by Joan Almon
Introduction: The Twofold, Threefold, and Fourfold Nature of the Human Being
The Importance of the First Seven Years for the Rest of Life
Pictures of the Ether Body
Birth of the Ether Body
Helpers with Perceiving: The Twelve Senses and Their Development
Helpers with Becoming Human
Helpers with Individualization

Helping Children Form Healthy Attachments
Building the Foundation for Strong Lifelong Relationships
LOIS EUGENRAAM
Practical advice from an experienced educator on how the process of healthy attachment develops in young children, what conditions are needed for becoming well-bonded, and how care providers and educators can help.
9781782503729  FB 120pp  $13.95

Warmth
Nurturing Children’s Health and Wellbeing
EDMOND SCHOOOREL
An anthroposophical therapist explores the role of warmth and the “warm organism” in child development.
9781782504436  FB 96pp  $13.95

Managing Screen Time
Raising Balanced Children in the Digital Age
EDMOND SCHOOOREL
9781782502487  FB 128 pp.  $13.95

Calm Kids
Help Children Relax with Mindful Activities
LORRAINE E. MURRAY
Help toddlers calm down before bedtime and teenagers reduce anxiety. Especially for ADHD and those on the autistic spectrum.
9780863158629  FB 176pp  $18.95

Parenting with Values
CHRISTIANE KUTIK
“A huge amount of clear information and practical help.” — New View
9780863157622  FB 192pp  $15.95
Reclaim Early Childhood
The Philosophy, Psychology and Practice of Steiner Waldorf Early Years Education
SEBASTIAN AND TAMARA SUGGATE
The authoritative and definitive book on Waldorf early years education

This well-researched, up-to-date book on Waldorf early years education is an essential sourcebook for educators, student teachers and academics. Unique in its breadth and depth on the philosophical foundations of early child development and learning, it addresses burning issues such as children's readiness for literacy and engages Waldorf pedagogy critically with mainstream early years education. The two authors ground the publication in theory as well as good practice.

Illustrated with color photos and examples from around the world.

SEBASTIAN SUGGATE Ph.D. lectures at the University of Regensburg, Germany, in child development, education and educational philosophy. In 2010, his research into the successful reading achievement of late starting children received international recognition. He is widely published in the academic research literature on early development and learning.

TAMARA SUGGATE MSc is a trained psychologist and works in a newly founded Waldorf-Steiner kindergarten. She received a Masters in Psychology from the University of Otago in 2009. Both Tamara and Sebastian have been involved in founding a new Waldorf school and kindergarten in Regensburg.

9781912480104 Paperback Hawthorn Press 224pp $30.00

CONTENTS
Education to Meet the Needs of the Child and the Times
The Anthroposophical Foundation Demystified
The Anthroposophical View of the Human Being
The Twelve Senses
The Development of the Child
The Educational Principles: Educating to Freehood
Steiner Education in Practice
Challenges to and for Steiner Education

Growing Sustainable Children
RONNI SANDS & WILLOW SUMMER
An overview of gardening education and the evolving consciousness of children, with activities from early years through adolescents.
9781584209423 LB 226pp $24.95

The Care and Development of The Human Senses
WILLI AEPPLI
An in-depth presentation of Rudolf Steiner's ideas on the nature of the twelve human senses and their role in education. 978-0-970863159879 FB 112pp $16.95

Rhythms of Learning
What Waldorf Education Offers Children, Parents and Teachers
Writings of Rudolf Steiner; selected and introduced by ROBERT TROSTLI
Comprehensive resource describes how Steiner's concepts work in the contemporary Waldorf classroom.
9781621481799 SB 366pp $30.00

The Child as Sense Organ
An Anthroposophical Understanding of the Imitation Process
PETER SELG
978162148136 SB 134pp $15.00

Writing to Reading
The Steiner-Waldorf Way
Foundations of Creative Literacy in Classes 1 and 2
ABI ALLANSON AND NICKY TEENSMAN
This is essential reading, not only for Waldorf teachers, but also for all those who desire a deeper understanding of the miracle of reading.”—David Elkind, Ph.D. Professor Emeritus of Child Development, Tufts University
9781907359880 HP 352pp $50.00
Simplicity Parenting
Using the power of less to raise happy secure children
KIM JOHN PAYNE

The global parenting bestseller, now in a new and revised second edition with a new afterword by the author, updated for the digital world.

"Offers parents a do-able step by step approach to simplifying everyday family life, from the toy box to the dinner table." — Katrina Kenison, author of Magical Journey

As the pace of life accelerates, with too much stuff and too many choices and too little time, children are feeling the pressure. This book is for parents who want to slow down, but who don’t know how and for families with too much stuff and too many choices. Here are four simple steps for de-cluttering, quieting, and soothing family dynamics so that children can thrive at school, get along with peers, and nurture well-being. Using the extraordinary power of less, Kim John Payne, one of the world’s leading Waldorf educators, offers novel ways to help children feel calmer, happier, and more secure.

KIM JOHN PAYNE M.Ed. is a leading Waldorf educator in the USA, UK, and Australia. He speaks to 10,000–20,000 parents and teachers a year in North America and worldwide. A former movement teacher, he was a school counselor and worked as a family counselor therapist. He has researched a drug free approach to attention deficit disorder. His Social Inclusion Approach for breaking the patterns of bullying has been implemented in hundreds of schools.

9781912480036 Paperback Hawthorn Press 352 pp $22.00

Parenting Toolkit
CAROLINE PENNY

"Uses the secrets that family therapists know to get underneath problems and unlock what is causing them." —Steve Biddulph, psychologist

9781907359903 HP Hardcover Illustrated 198pp $29.00

Authentic Parenting
A Four-Temperament Guide to Your Child and Yourself
BARI BORSKY & JUDITH HANEY

9781621480464 SB 116pp $12.00

Movement
Your Child’s First Language
How Movement and music assist in Brain development in children aged 3–7 years
SALLY GODDARD BLYTHE

This book with 2 CDs is a collection of songs, action nursery rhymes, exercises and movement stories that assist child development through movement.

19781907359996 Paperback with 2 CDs Hawthorn Press 192pp $29.00

Heaven on Earth
A Handbook for Parents of Young Children
SHARIFA OPPENHEIMER

The Internationally bestselling parenting handbook for the parents of young children.

9780880105668 SB 256pp $25.00

With Stars in Their Eyes
Brain Science and Your Child’s Journey
SHARIFA OPPENHEIMER

"A road map of child development that is scientifically sound and yet honors the whole child." — Kim John Payne M.ED., author of Simplicity Parenting

9781621482260 SB 308pp. $28.00
Growing Children, Thriving Children
Raising 7 to 12 Year Olds with Confidence and Awareness

EVELIEN VAN DORT

No longer little children, but not yet teenagers, children in the primary school years (between seven and twelve) face big emotional, social, psychological and physical changes. How can parents best support their children and also embrace their growing independence?

Inspired by the Waldorf approach to child development, Lou Harvey-Zahra explains the three major transitions, or ‘rubicons’, of middle childhood at ages seven, nine and twelve. She offers practical tips and guidance to help parents through the challenges of the middle years, including:

– Creative solutions for common discipline issues
– Helpful routines for busy households to strengthen family bonds
– Suggested responses to tricky childhood questions
– Sensitive advice to help children manage anger and anxiety

LOU HARVEY-ZAHRA grew up and did her teacher training in England. She now lives in Melbourne, Australia, where she has taught in a number of different kindergarten, primary, special needs and Steiner-Waldorf school settings. She runs conscious parenting workshops and is the author of Happy Child, Happy Home; Creative Discipline, Connected Family; and Through the Rainbow: A Waldorf Birthday Story for Children.

9781782505662 Floris Books 224 pp $19.95

Why Don’t Children Sit Still?
By understanding how children develop sensory motor skills — get information through their senses and respond with their physical body — you can start to address the issues that concern them.

9781782505143 FB 120 pp $13.95

Why Children Don’t Listen
A Guide for Parents and Teachers

MONIKA KIEL-HINRICHSEN

“... this book is worth a read regardless of how well you think you communicate with your child.”— Education Otherwise

9780863155741 FB 192 pp. $19.95

Creative Discipline, Connected Family
LOU HARVEY-ZAHRA

“My fastest-selling Steiner-Waldorf parenting book ever” — Mirakye McCarty, (Steiner-Waldorf shop, Australia)

“At last a discipline book that does not mention time out, rewards and punishments!”

— Caroline Anderson (child psychologist, family therapist and parent)

9781782502135 FB 272 pp $24.95

Happy Child, Happy Home
LOU HARVEY-ZAHRA

“This is a fantastic parenting book. Families Rating: 6 out of 6 stars”— Families Online

9781782500551 FB 224 pp $24.95

Parenting in the Here and Now
LEA PAGE

“This book is an empowering guide to a truly heart-centered way of parenting.”— Donna Simmons, Christopherus Homeschool Resources

9781782501640 FB 200 pp $24.95
Healing Storytelling
The Art of Imagination and Storytelling for Personal Growth

NANCY MELLON

Nancy Mellon is your step by step companion guide to exploring the secrets of what makes a good story and how to become a confident storyteller from scratch. The healing power of stories is a strong antidote to today’s electronic screen world. As a path of self-development, storytelling awakens archetypal experiences, symbols and healing forces and a way to share thoughts and feelings.

You will learn how to create a magical atmosphere for telling tales, how to use movement and direction within a story, how to set a storyscape, beginnings and endings, and how to best use the rhythms of voice. Here are also the more subtle ingredients of storytelling, including moods, the elements, seasons and the symbolism of magic words, objects and weapons that represent the external and archetypal forces in the world.

NANCY MELLON has pioneered healing, therapeutic storytelling both as a therapist and as an educator for over thirty five years. A psychotherapist, she specializes in healing through the arts.

9781912480135 Paperback Hawthorn Press 200 pp $22.00

“Reading it, I feel the urge to pull my own two children close, to light a candle, to begin.” – Katrina Kenison, author of Mitten Strings for God: Reflections for Mothers in a Hurry

SEASONAL SONG BOOKS
by Sally Schweizer

Anthologies for Family, School, Festivals and Fun!
Seasonal Verses, Poems and Songs for Children, Parents and Teachers

For years, teachers, parents, and students have requested that Sally Schweizer publish her collections of songs and verses—and here they are!

Books includes selections of rhyming words; commentary on the significance of repetition, rhythm and beat; suggestions for incorporating movement and gesture; and practical teaching and parenting tips.

9781885584549 66pp RSP $19.00
9781885584573 76pp RSP $19.95
9781885584510 78pp RSP $19.95
97818855845527 82pp RSP $19.95
Darning
Repair, Make, Mend

HIKARU NOGUCHI

The first English edition of the cult darning book by Hikaru Noguchi, the guru of artistic darning in Japan.

Climate change is making us rethink how we use resources. Not subscribing to fast-fashion and re-using and mending our clothes has become a mark of pride. This is visible mending, more akin to embroidery and embellishment that will make your favorite clothing even more personal and save it from the landfill.

The detailed step-by-step guide makes the methods easy to follow even for non-sewers. The stylish photography shows off the artistic and minimalist style of the designer’s work. Fully illustrated with color photography throughout and detailed step-by-step images.

HIKARU NOGUCHI moved to England from Japan in 1989 to study constructed textiles. After completing her studies at Middlesex University she developed new and innovative textiles for furnishings, scarves, bags and clothing. Hikaru has participated in shows and exhibitions all over the world, and her work is sold in boutiques and department stores in London, Paris, New York, and Tokyo.

978192480159 Hawthorn Press
color illustrations 96 pp $27.00

Making Simple Needle Felts
Forty Seasonal Projects

STEFFI STERN

A back-to-basics guide to techniques, materials, and tools, with instructions on making fairies, angels, pumpkins, gnomes, birds, snails, flowers, the Nativity, mice, and mermaids. Some instructions are for little fingers (no needles needed) and beginners, and some are intended for the more experienced.

9781907359972 HP 160pp $25.00

Making Peg Dolls and More
Toys that Spin, Fly, and Bring Sweet Dreams

MARGARET BLOOM

"Exactly the sort of toys that are perfect for parents to be willing to try their hand at...toys with true gestures. Perfect to enhance creative imagination and play.” —Sharifa Oppenheimer, author of Heaven on Earth: A handbook for Parents of Young Children

9781912480029 HP paperback 176pp $19.95

Knit Together, Share Together
Simple Knitting for All the Family

MARJA DE HAAN

Projects for every age and stage of experience: from simple dolls’ clothes for beginners, to sweaters for children and adults, and knitting the dolls themselves. From 6-12 years.

9781782503248 FB 88pp $19.95

Easy Wood Carving
Fun Whittling Projects for Adventurous Kids

FRANK EGHOLM

Wood carving helps to improve children’s concentration, creativity, and dexterity. With more than fifty activities at levels for beginners and up, children starting from ages 6-8 can create something useful, beautiful and fun out of wood.

9781782505150 FB 128pp $14.95
Spring and Summer Nature Activities for Waldorf Kindergartens

IRMGARD KUTSCH AND BRIGITTE WALDEN


Exciting ideas and projects for educators on how to help children engage with the seasons, including building bug hotels, using plant dyes, making earthworm boxes, growing and cooking fresh herbs and caring for butterflies. Also includes large-scale projects such as landscaping a garden, beekeeping and working with earth, water, fire and air.

Activities are tried and tested from the Children's Nature and Garden Centre in Germany

A wonderful resource book for any Waldorf or Waldorf-inspired kindergartens. It is full of fun and educational nature activities to help children connect with the seasons plus valuable background reading and advice for educators.

IRMGARD KUTSCH trained as a vet before working with children with special needs. She established the Children’s Nature and Garden Centre in Reichshof in 1994.

BRIGITTE WALDEN worked as a Waldorf teacher for fifteen years. She is a carer at Haus Hohenfried in Bavaria, Germany, a center for people with special needs.

9781782505815 Paperback
Floris Books  300 color illustrations 160pp  $25.00

---

"Full of wonderful activities and information. Ideal for home schoolers and a must-have for any children’s group. This book is totally inspiring and fills you with enthusiasm for the new season!"
— Education Otherwise Home-schooling Journal

Preorder for January 2020

Winter Nature Activities for Children

IRMAGARD KUTSCH & BRIGITTE WALDEN

includes making an Advent wreath, blowing walnut ships, making Christmas branches flower, working with wool, weaving, knitting, making felt, woodworking and making things with willow and out of clay.

9780863155642 220 color photos & illustrations FB 96pp $19.95

Autumn Nature Activities for Children

IRMAGARD KUTSCH & BRIGITTE WALDEN

A wonder full mix of indoor and outdoor activities, including picking and cooking fruit, basket-making, building houses and shelters, looking after birds, working with beeswax and making paper.

9780863154959 108 color photos and illustrations FB 96pp $19.95

Autumn and Winter Activities Come Rain or Shine

Seasonal Crafts and Games for Children

EDITED BY STEFANIE PFISTER

Packed with ideas to encourage children to explore nature, with indoor and outdoor crafts and activities plus fun facts to engage children in the classroom and at home.

9781782504405  200 color illustrations FB 104 pp $19.95

Winter Nature Activities for Children

IRMAGARD KUTSCH & BRIGITTE WALDEN

A wonder full mix of indoor and outdoor activities, including picking and cooking fruit, basket-making, building houses and shelters, looking after birds, working with beeswax and making paper.

9780863154959 108 color photos and illustrations FB 96pp $19.95

Arts and Crafts in Waldorf Schools

EDITED BY MICHAEL MARTIN

Arts and crafts are a core part of the Waldorf curriculum, helping children to develop practical skills and spatial awareness, creativity and self-discovery. This comprehensive book addresses every aspect of arts and crafts in Waldorf schools, including woodwork, forestry, metalwork and pottery.

9781782504597 FB 288pp $30.00
The Children's Forest

Stories & songs, wild food crafts and celebrations all year round

DAWN CASEY, ANNA RICHARDSON, HELEN D'ASCOLI

A rich and abundant treasury in celebration of the forest, this book is about encouraging children's natural fascination with the forest and its inhabitants.

Full of games, facts, celebrations, craft activities, recipes, foraging, stories and Forest School skills, The Children's Forest is much more than a manual: it is an invitation.

The book is organized into the eight Celtic seasons: Imbolc, Spring, Beltane, Summer, Lughnasa, Autumn, Samhain and Winter. Within each chapter are sections on the life of the forest with plant lore, tree lore, activities, crafts and games. There is also an informative chapter all about skills, safety, and further resources.

DAWN CASEY is an author, mother and story-lover. Her collection of stories and activities, The Barefoot Book of Earth Tales, won the Gold Award from Nautilus for 'books of exceptional merit that promote spiritual growth, conscious living and positive social change'.

HELEN D'ASCOLI is a founder of Talking Trees, a company dedicated to connecting people to nature. She has been practising Forest School education with children, community groups and schools for over ten years. She works as a Forest School teacher, tutor and mentor.

ANNA RICHARDSON is the co-author of Learning with Nature and is a Forest School facilitator specializing in foraging, an artist and musician. She works with children of all ages.

9781907359910 Hawthorn Press color illustrations 336pp $34.95

Stargazers' Almanac 2020

A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets

BOB MIZON

"For all levels of skywatchers. Recommended."
— Popular Astronomy

A popular large-format almanac by a Fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society. Track the planets, locate the Milky Way, recognize the constellations of the zodiac, and watch meteor showers. It's designed specifically for naked-eye astronomy throughout the Northern Hemisphere's temperate latitudes.

9781782505709 Calendar Floris Books 32pp $25.00

Astronomy for Young and Old

A Beginner's Guide to the Visible Sky

WALTER KRAUL

A perfect introduction to astronomy, even without a telescope. For northern and southern hemispheres, and at all latitudes.

9781782500469 FB 144pp $24.95

The Moon Gardener's Almanac 2020

A lunar calendar to help you get the best from your garden

EDITED BY THÉRÈSE TRÉDOULAT

A practical guide to harnessing the moon's positive influence over plants and flowers as part of your normal gardening work—bringing ancient wisdom to modern gardens. This essential monthly guide makes it easy to plan and maintain your garden. Fully illustrated with easy-to-follow diagrams and space for your own notes.

9781782505983 Illustrated FB 120 pp $14.95

The Maria Thun Biodynamic Almanac 2020

North American Edition

58th year! This guide shows the optimum days for sowing, pruning, and harvesting plant-crops, and working with bees. With a handy pullout wall chart for quick reference.

9781782506058 Illustrated, color charts FB 64pp $13.95
Childhood Illnesses and Immunizations
Anthroposophic Ideas to Insure the Wellbeing of Our Children in This Digital Age
ROSS RENTEA, MD; MARK KAMSLER, MD; ANDREA RENTEA, MD

Contents:
- Childhood illnesses — their fundamental characteristics and meaning
- Immunization information — benefits and dangers
- Remedies (over 100!) — related to immunizations and children’s general wellbeing
- Anthroposophic medicine — essential concepts
- Why a spiritualized education is so essential in relation to immunizations
- Excerpts of Rudolf Steiner’s texts on immunizations and childhood illnesses
- Basic immunology — combining natural and spiritual scientific insights

DRS. ROSS RENTEA, MARK KAMSLER and ANDREA RENTEA are practicing physicians, specializing in anthroposophic, holistic, and natural medicine. They are co-founders of True Botanica and the Lili Kolisko Institute, a non-profit organization for education, research, and social help in the anthroposophic healthcare field.

Highly researched yet accessible... explains how current influences, primarily immunizations, infiltrate the child’s organism and make growing up more difficult ... offers many practical ways to overcome those hurdles.”
— MARY JO ORESTI, MA, Director of the Teacher Educational Support Program
The False Door Between Life and Death
Supporting Grieving Students, Teachers, and Parents
TORIN M. FINSER
When a school community loses a child, parent, or teacher, the experience can be devastating to the whole community. This is an indispensable resource for supporting teachers, parents, and caregivers who are experiencing a death in their community.
9781621482444 SB 168pp  $20.00

Approaching Death
A Companion Guide to the End of Life
RENEE ZEYLMANS
This special book offers practical information, insights, and contemplations from various worldviews and culture on the end of life. It supports the companions of those on their dying journey—volunteer caretakers, medical professionals, clerics, and loved ones.
9781782506034 FB 160pp.  $22.95

Care for the Soul
RUDOLF STEINER
INTRO. BY HARALD HAAS, MD
Between Body and Soul—Psychotherapy Founded on Anthroposophy
This expertly compiled anthology by an anthroposophic psychiatrist and psychotherapist in Bern, Switzerland, explores the nature of the soul as elaborated by Steiner in his writings and lectures.
9781855845633 RSP 142pp.  $17.00

Growing Old
The Spiritual Dimension of Aging
RUDOLF STEINER; EDITED BY FRANZ ACKERMANN
In this enlightening anthology, compiled by a director of elder care homes, texts by Steiner show how spiritual knowledge can expand current studies of old age, the aging process, and problems that older people encounter.
9781621482444 SB 240pp.  $22.00

Everyday Eurythmy
Exercises to Calm, Strengthen and Centre
A Workbook for Daily Practice
SIVAN KARNIELLE
Instructions for daily practice that can counteract stress and burn-out, psychological blocks and other symptoms of modern life.
9781855844872 RSP 96pp  $15.00

Why on Earth?
Biography and the Practice of Human Becoming
SIGNE EKLUND SCHAEFER
How we can really meet the challenges around us by attending to our inner life and to our own evolving biography as it reflects and informs the outer world.
9781621480402 SB 250pp  $25.00

Unlocking Your Self-Healing Potential
JOSEF ULRICH
From an experienced alternative therapist, this practical resource empowers you to boost your immune system—along with conventional treatments—for the best chance of healing.
9781782505334 FB Illustrated 272pp $19.95

Treating Depression Naturally
How Flower Essences Can Help Balance Your Life
CHRISS PHILLIPS
A flower essence therapist with over 30 years experience uses Bach’s and other flower essence systems to tailor treatments for your unique needs and circumstance.
9781782504276 color illustrations FB 160pp $19.95

Self-Doubt
Depression, Anxiety Disorders, Panic, and Fear
RUDOLF STEINER
INTRO. BY HARALD HAAS, MD
Threshold Experiences, Crises of the Soul and Healing on the Anthroposophical Path
Expertly selected texts offer cognitive and practical ideas for the improvement of everyday mental and emotional health.
978-1-85584-550-3 RSP  152 pp.  $19.00

Meditations for Courage and Tranquillity
The Heart of Peace
This collection of powerful verses by Rudolf Steiner highlights the balancing, harmonizing forces of the heart and helps us discover a renewed sense of our true place in the world.
9781855845534 RSP 96pp $13.00
Creative Form Drawing for the Four Temperaments
with children ages 6–12 years   Workbook 3
ANGELA LORD
A step-by-step guide to drawing forms specifically designed for the four temperaments. Originally suggested by Rudolf Steiner, creative form drawing has a harmonizing, transformative and strengthening effect on children’s development. It supports improved hand to eye co-ordination, spatial orientation, observation skills, focusing attention, confident movement, drawing skills and the foundation skills for handwriting. At hand here are over 500 colorful, dynamic drawings to use in the classroom or at home.
Contents include: How to identify and understand the four temperaments; Why and how children learn in different ways; How and why specific form drawing exercises work; Observations and characterizations of behaviors and tendencies; Developing healthy spatial orientation, physical co-ordination and flexible thinking.
ANGELA LORD has taught in both Waldorf and mainstream schools, and is a painter, interior color designer, therapist and art educator. She runs training courses for teachers in the Middle East, China and the UK.

Creative Form Drawing with Children
WORKBOOK 1 is designed for the Waldorf curriculum of classes 1–3.
WORKBOOK 2 is designed for classes 4–6. Includes sections on the purposes of form drawing, how to use it to counteract negative screen-effects, and the origin and development of creative form drawing. Now also in paperback.

Form Drawing and Colouring for Fun, Healing and Wellbeing
Fourfold Patterns for Harmonizing Body and Soul
ANGELA LORD
Creative, therapeutic form drawing for adults.

Living Lines
Form Drawing Inspiration for Steiner-Waldorf Teachers
FRANK EGHOLM
For Waldorf educators at school and at home, this book offers new ways to teach form drawing.
Form drawing is a key principal of Waldorf education, enriching the teaching of all the subjects in the curriculum. This book explains the theory of form drawing and its role in Waldorf schools, while also tackling the practicalities, such as advice on suitable paper and pencils. It offers step-by-step instructions on how to teach over 100 form drawing exercises for Classes 2 to 5, arranged both by class and by theme, and draws on examples of pupils’ work and images of forms from nature and cultural heritage.
HENRIK THAULOW is an experienced class teacher and art and crafts teacher in Waldorf schools, and a lecturer at the Steiner College in Oslo. He trained at the Granum Painting School in Oslo and the Goetheanist Study Centre in Vienna.
Beauty Memory Unity
A Theory of Proportion in Architecture
STEVE BASS
Ancient architects and artists had a way of striking resonant chords in those who viewed their work. But this skill seems to have disappeared. Steve Bass presents a way of regaining a new sense of unity in the visual arts through a combination of theoretical ideas and practical methods, of narrative description and visual exercises.

From the theoretical symbolic mathematics of the Pythagoreans, Platonists, and Neoplatonists, Steve Bass proposes an aesthetic theory—a way of approaching beauty—rooted in the idea of psyche expressed through the ancient arts and sciences of arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy.

Artists and designers in any visual field can use the methods presented here to create a sane and beautiful world by merging art and science.

STEVE BASS holds a Bachelor of Architecture degree from Pratt Institute and a Master of Arts from the Royal College of Art, London, where he studied under the direction of Dr. Keith Critchlow. In 1974 he began his architectural practice, mostly in the New York City area. Since 1992, Steve Bass has taught at the Institute of Classical Architecture and Art in New York City and was Visiting Professor of Architecture at Notre Dame University. Mr. Bass is a Fellow of the ICAA, where he continues to teach.

9781584209676 LB 372pp $40.00

- an explanation of the concept of symbolic or qualitative number
- an introduction to Pythagorean and Platonic numerical philosophy
- the nature of beauty and its relation to number
- the derivation of the ancient musical octave
- the Golden Section, its mathematics, geometry, and relation to philosophy

Making Geometry
Exploring Three-Dimensional Forms
JON ALLEN
Practical instructions on how to make the five Platonic regular solids and 13 semi-regular Archimedean solids.
9780863159145 Illustrated FB 136 pp $24.95

Drawing Geometry
A Primer of Basic Forms for Artists, Designers and Architects
JON ALLEN; FOREWORD BY KEITH CRITCHLOW
"Simply an excellent guide book."— Pentacle Magazine
9780863156083 Illustrated FB 88 pp $25.00

Drawing with Hand, Head, and Heart
A Natural Approach to Learning the Art of Drawing
VAN JAMES
A comprehensive guide to the art of drawing and the process of visual thinking for all ages and abilities. Artist and Waldorf teacher, Van James shows you how to learn to draw simply and naturally. He also provides samples of blackboard drawings and main lesson book pages, an appendix on therapeutic drawing, and a bibliography of resources.
9781621480105 Illustrated SB 288 pp $30.00

Painting and Drawing in Waldorf Schools
Classes 1 to 8
THOMAS WILDGRUBER
9780863158780 Illustrated FB 376 pp $40.00

The Secret Language of Form
Visual Meaning in Art and Nature
VAN JAMES
Through simple indications, you can learn to read the meaning in works of art and the language that Mother Nature speaks through form.
9780945803881 202 pp Illustrated RSCP $29.00
Hearts and Minds
Reclaiming the soul of science and medicine
WALTER ALEXANDER

The great scientific revolution of the last five hundred years, with its technological glories and medical miracles, has landed upon a set of summary conclusions – or some slightly tweaked variations – depicting a random, indifferent, and wholly impersonal cosmos.

This is a picture that has been fraying at the edges for some time. Progress in medicine, quantum physics, open-systems biology, consciousness studies, epistemology, the arts and philosophy all point in a radically different direction. But fresh, coherent narratives have not yet fully emerged out of this progress, and so the old model stubbornly endures.

*Hearts and Minds* tells a tale of emerging discoveries – discoveries that restore our own self and consciousness as integral to the workings of the world.

WALTER ALEXANDER is a NYC-based veteran medical journalist, who covers clinical research across a range of specialties, including cardiology, oncology and integrative medicine. After beginnings in fiction and education, his writing career has reflected Walter’s lifelong interests in the life sciences and medicine, astronomy, music, literature, the visual arts, epistemology, and consciousness studies.

9781584209195 paperback Lindisfarne Books 328pp $27.99

Form Life Consciousness
An Introduction to Anthroposophic Medicine and Study of the Human Being
ARMIN J. HUSSEMAN; TRANSLATED BY CATHERINE CREEGER
FOREWORD BY PETER HEUSSER

*If you see one creature endowed with special advantage, ask immediately, what deficit does it suffer elsewhere? And search with investigating spirit. Forthwith you shall find the key to all development....*

Dr. Armin Husemann outlines essential aspects of anthroposophic medicine that take the reader on an exciting journey of discovery through the realms of minerals, plants, animals, and humans, opening up new perspectives for the practice of medicine, healthcare, and therapy.

With an abundance of scientific details, this book shows ways to restore the human being within the context of life, nature, and its spiritual origin, which is the essence of anthroposophically extended medicine.

DR. ARMIN J. HUSEMANN has been a general practitioner in private practice since 1987 in Stuttgart, Germany. He is the director and a lecturer at the Eugen Kolisko Academy (formerly The Anthroposophic Medical Seminar) in Filderstadt. His other books translated into English are: *The Harmony of the Human Body: Musical Principles in Human Physiology* and *Human Hearing and the Reality of Music* .

9781621482390 HC Illustrated throughout SteinerBooks 360pp $65.00

“*Hearts and Minds* champions novel research revealing the importance of consciousness in the elaboration of health and illness. ... No medical approach can be complete if it does not incorporate these vital trends. Highly recommended!”
– Larry Dossey, MD, author of *One Mind*
The Mutual Evolution of Earth and Humanity

Sketch of a Geology and Paleontology of the Living Earth

DANKMAR BO SSE; TRANSLATED BY FRANK T. FA WCETT

This epic work by Dankmar Bosse presents, for the first time, a comprehensive picture of the evolution of the earth and its natural kingdoms, based primarily on geology and paleontology, and with reference to the results of Rudolf Steiner's spiritual-scientific research. Numerous questions concerning the natural sciences are illuminated from a new direction, for example the relationship of humanity to the evolution of the animal kingdom, the origin of the deeper crystalline rocks, and the shaping of our present-day landscapes. Included is a special section on teaching geology in schools.

DANKMAR BOSSE worked for 21 years at the Central Geological Institute in East Berlin. He is independently active with seminars, lectures, and anthroposophic research work in all earth-scientific fields. He is editor of a collection of Goethe's geologic writings in German and author of a comprehensive book on mineralogy from a natural-science/anthroposophic viewpoint (Die Evolution der Minerale zwischen Kosmos und Erde, Verlag des Ita Wegman Instituts, Stuttgart 2015).

Metamorphosis

Evolution in Action

ANDREAS SUCHANTKE

TRANSLATED BY NORMAN SKILLEN

Our understanding of life on earth is always developing. In this age of genetics and microbiology, Andreas Suchantke brings a lifetime of holistic biological research to the question of the development and evolution of plants and animals.

Following Goethe's participatory method, and drawing on his observations from a number of continents, Suchantke presents evolution as an integrated dynamic process that unfolds on a far more fundamental level than Darwin's natural selection.

Beautifully illustrated through the author's own drawings and color photographs, this masterly work offers a rich, dynamic and deeply meaningful understanding of organic life.

ANDREAS SUCHANTKE was born in Basle, Switzerland, in 1933. After studying zoology and botany, he taught life sciences at the Rudolf Steiner School in Zurich and became involved with teacher training. Suchantke has published several books in German about landscape and culture, with the theme of metamorphosis running throughout his work.

9780932776396 HC 190 color illustrations Adonis Press 336pp $50.00

9781584209843 HC Illustrated throughout LB 528 pp $65.00

“This remarkable, exquisitely illustrated study contains many fascinating bits of information. But the book is not just a catalogue of interesting facts. It is an invitation to view the world of nature -- plants, animals, and the human being -- in a new way. Metamorphosis is an engaging, thought-provoking synthesis of science, art, and philosophy that will appeal to any reader of high school age and above -- student, teacher, parent, scientist, artist.”

-- Ronald Koetzsch, Renewal: A Journal for Waldorf Education, Spring/Summer 2010